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meteorological probe
and Its application to
a global meteorological
sounding network
Abstract
This paper covers the general requirements and restraints o£ a global meteorological sounding network,
and presents the gun-launched meteorological probe as
a system adaptable to such requirements, with demonstrable operational experience already established. The
paper deals with the network requirements in three
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categories; required surface areas (land or water), payload carriers, and associated data collection and handling
facilities. It then discusses the role of the gun-launched
probe within the outline of these requirements. Certain sensors are also briefly discussed. T h e role of the
gun-launched probe as a concept applicable to global
expansion is presented as one of the most promising of
available systems.

FIG. 1. The Meteorological Rocket Network—an array of sites from which meteorological soundings of the stratosphere and
mesosphere are quasi-routinely conducted. The stars indicate sites which include gun launch systems. The triangles indicate
experimental EXAMETNET STATIONS.
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Introduction
T h e Global Meteorological Sounding Network (GMSN),
which should be a logical extension of the Meteorological Rocket Network (MRN), and the Experimental InterAmerican Meteorological Rocket Network ( E X A M E T N E T ) (Fig. 1) envisions a worldwide (maritime and
continental) grid of stations from which the upper atmosphere (from 30 to 100 km) may be sounded on an
adequate (in space and time) basis to evaluate the total
dynamic and thermodynamic behavior of the atmosphere.
While the effects and processes of the interaction of
solar energy and the Earth's atmosphere are yet little
understood, measurements of surface meteorological and
upper atmospheric and solar phenomena are beginning
to imply certain correlations, and only through extensive
measurement programs will any such correlations be
firmly identified.
The pursuit of empirical data on the upper atmosphere is justifiable on the basis of pure research alone,
with the prospects of detecting characteristics that affect the conduct of man's business. Strategic military and
space activities make ready additional applications of
knowledge gained on the upper atmosphere. T h e demands for a more complete upper atmosphere sounding
network will continue to multiply as the interests of
civilized man extend farther outward from his base.
T h e U. S. Environmental Science Services Administration (Weather Bureau) [1] operates some 220 stations
from which balloon soundings to above 30 km are made
on a relatively frequent time base; however, this time
and space distribution of soundings is often inadequate.
Further, the North American continent contains probably the highest density of upper air (above balloon
altitudes) sounding facilities anywhere on the Earth,
and there are less than two dozen available stations from
which to sound this region of the atmosphere. It is evident that the number and distribution of high-altitude
sounding facilities over this continent are less than
optimum, and from a global viewpoint, they are more
drastically inadequate. The overall prospect is not so
bleak, however. Ten years ago there was no network of
upper atmosphere stations at all [2]. The outlook improves with the addition of more efficient tools resulting
from technological advances. Any interested group or
nation may now expand the global sounding network
without the expense or effort of major developmental
programs.
It is true that many small nations may not have priority requirements for high-altitude data and thus cannot justify any effort for this purpose. In light of this
fact, it is surprising that the major international organizations who are concerned with the broad scale effects
of the behavior of the atmosphere have not supported
more substantial sounding programs around the globe.
Requirements
T o discuss an upper atmosphere sounding capability, we
must put forth some type of definition. Let us ask then,

what are the principal requirements of an adequate
sounding capability? Three categories of provision are
necessary: surface area (real estate or water), payload
delivery or carrier systems, and data collection and handling facilities.
T h e real estate requirement is that there be sufficient
area to allow room for safe vehicle launch, flight and
impact. In addition, the area should be accessible in all
seasons if such station is to be fully able to participate
as a network station.
The carrier system, to be compatible with current and
anticipated requirements, must be able to deliver from
0.5 to 2 kg of meteorological payload to above 60 km
altitude. Most current sensors operate during parachute
descent from apogee.
Data collection and handling facilities must perform
two principal tasks: to sense the desired characteristic
of the variable in question, and to store, transmit or
otherwise reveal the measurement to a ground station.
Several available sensory systems can be adapted to
various carrier systems. Such sensors are generally compatible with existing meteorological balloon data collection apparatus. In general, a ground station is sufficiently
complete if it has a radio-receiving and recording equipment similar to the GMD-1 [3] and TMQ-5 [4] for the
receipt and storage of atmospheric chemical and thermodynamic data and a radar or tracking unit for determination of payload position and acquisition of motion data.
Data acquisition and reduction equipments comprise the
bulk of a sounding station's gear and involve most personnel time and effort. In addition, data collection and
handling techniques are essentially common to any type
of upper air sounding station and are relatively independent of the type of carrier hardware that is to be
used.
Principal among currently used systems [5] for wind
and temperature payload placement are the Areas, Hasp,
and Judi (Loki), and the gun-launched probe [6]. Each
of the above techniques has characteristics that make it
more (or less) suitable for particular applications than
the others, and each finds contemporary acceptability

FIG. 2. Two high-altitude probe guns. Ih the foreground a
175-mm (seven-inch) smooth-bored gun which is used to place
meteorological payloads at altitudes of over 90 km. In the
background is a 127-mm (five-inch) smooth-bored gun, the
payload of which can reach altitudes between 60 and 90 km.
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for the tasks which it performs best. The rocket types can
be studied in detail in the citations. The gun-launched
probe now meets the requirements of and enhances the
prospects for expansion of the global sounding network.
The gun-launched meteorological probe system [7-10]
consists of large-bore guns (Fig. 2) that fire subcaliber
meteorological projectiles. The bore sizes that have been
successfully utilized range from 127 mm (commonly referred to as the five-inch gun) to the 408 mm (16-inch
gun), and these guns have placed payloads [11, 12] at
altitudes in the vicinity of 65 km and 150 km [13], respectively. More meteorological firings have been conducted with the 127-mm gun than any other gun, as it is
the lowest in cost and easiest to operate. The guns in
operation are typically expended or surplus 120-mm
antitank guns which have extended tubes that have been
smooth bored. This system utilizes standard propellant,
and standard shell casings. T h e projectile and propellant
are separately loaded, and a two-man launch crew can
efficiently conduct load and launch operations. The projectile (Fig. 3), when equipped with payload, expulsion
charge, and sabot assembly, weighs less than 14 kg and
can be easily handled by one person. The sabot assembly
(also see Fig. 3) is a cylindrical cluster of metal and plastic parts that seal the propelling gases during projectile
acceleration, hold the vehicle rigid in the tube during
launch, and transfer energy generated by the propellant
into velocity of the projectile. The sabot assembly is
drag separated from the projectile after leaving the gun
muzzle. In essence, the gun-launch process is comparable
to a high-velocity rocket launch, utilizing a reuseable first
stage.
The gun probe differs from rockets basically in that
it is a completely ballistic vehicle.1 obtaining its moi Gun-launched rocket systems have a high potential application as meteorological payload carriers but are not included in this article as they are not currently operationally
and economically competitive with contemporary rockets,
as is the ballistic system.

FIG. 3. The five-inch gun probe projectile. All sabot parts
are drag-separated on muzzle exit. The payload canister
(approximately 36 cu in.) is expelled forward simultaneously
with nose separation.
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mentum by being fired from a gun. Consequently there
are several distinct advantages that this technique enjoys over rocket systems, namely,
1) The high initial velocity, high mass and low drag
of the gun-launched projectile render it practically insensitive to near-surface and upper atmospheric winds.
2) Being completely guided (within the gun tube)
during its acceleration phase, the projectile's trajectory
and impact point can be predetermined very precisely.
3) The altitude of apogee and impact range can be
selected or altered almost up to the time of launching,
by changing the amount of propellant and/or launching
angles.
In spite of the severe stresses that the gun-launched
projectile undergoes, many payloads that have been
utilized in rocket techniques have been applied successfully to gun probes.
From an economic standpoint, the cost of procuring
and launching a gun-probe wind sensing payload is very
nearly equal to the cost of the most economical boosterdart LOKI type rocket systems that will probe comparable altitude regions. These costs are roughly one-fourth
that of the single-stage vehicles of the ARCAS type.
Many arguments against the use of gun-launched
probes have fallen as the significant successes have been
obtained. Various sizes and types of chaff [7], parachutes
[14], acoustic and optical point sources [15], chemical
release and smoke generation systems [16] have been
used without degrading limitations. Most encouraging
has also been the application of active electronic (telemetry) systems which facilitate measurements of atmospheric temperature and the transmission of this information back to ground [17]. These payloads have
been deployed below a parachute near apogee, and
perform their sensing and transmission functions while
descending. Telemetry units operating at 250 MHz [18]
are available, and 1680 MHz [19, 20] units that are fully
compatible with existing GMD receiving equipment
have passed many of the stringent tests and can be
anticipated to become available as the demand increases.
As far as the restraints of carrier and passive payloads
are concerned, the gun-launched carrier system meets
minimum requirements of the current network. Other
factors have given even more incentive to the application of gun-launched systems. The problem of tube erosion is a case in point. The developers were aware in
the early stages that this might constitute a significant
problem. Rapid erosion of the tubes could add not only
economic strain (cost per round) but also significant
down time for tube change-out, etc. Simultaneous research resulted in the application of a titanium dioxide
chalk additive, which has thus far exceeded its expectations, and tube life now presents a minimum problem.
After a series of 203 firings at breech pressures ranging
from 20,000 to 73,000 psi (which covers the range necessary to place payloads at altitudes from 30 km to 90
km), a gun tube at W S M R is still capable of successful
launchings [21]. Attention was also focused on tube align-
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ment during early developmental stages, as break-up or
failure of some vehicles to attain stability in flight cast
suspicion on alignment; however, consistent successful
flight results were obtained through aerodynamic improvement of the vehicle and the problems suspected to
be associated with tube alignment have been proved to
be not overly critical [22]. Periodic alignment checks are
necessary only to insure adherence to planned azimuth
of fire.
T h e other major requirement, real estate, is perhaps
the most stringent limitation on large-scale expansion
of network capabilities. This area, for all season use
by current rocket system techniques, is of the order of
several tens of square kilometers. In addition, merely
unoccupied area is at times not acceptable for range
use, as heavily forested or cultivated areas could be damaged by an errant burning rocket. Therefore, large land
(or sea) areas have been a major requirement criterion
for establishment of sounding sites. Early sites for gunlaunch soundings were confined to experimental ranges
where real estate was not a significant problem, e.g.,
Wallops Island, Va., and Barbados, West Indies. When
the system was installed at White Sands, though adequate ground impact area is available, it was believed
that a demonstration should be offered as to the minimal
operational requirement. A firing elevation of 88.5° was
used, requiring range distance of about 8 km. Dispersive
characteristics of the projectile confine the total ground
requirement to an area of approximately 3 x 8 km. More
recently the reliability of the restricted area operation
has been demonstrated, that is, operational utilization
of the Highwater [23] range (Highwater, Quebec, Canada) which has approximately this amount of real
estate available. This has served to illustrate impressively
the applicability of the gun-launched probe to operations near large populated areas or at other sites where
large areas of real estate are not available.
T h e usefulness of the gun-launched system is evidenced at several sites. Data obtained with gun-launched
probes at White Sands, N. Mex.; Wallops Island, Va.;
Highwater, Quebec; Barbados, West Indies; Yuma Proving Ground, Ariz.; and Ft. Greely, Alaska, are presented in the publications [24] of the Meteorological
Rocket Network. T h e gun-launched system is an active
contributor to contemporary environmental study and
offers potential for gross expansion of the future capabilities of the Global Meteorological Sounding Network. Engineering technology has provided a new tool
to the sounding system tool box. It is at the disposal
of the international scientific work force.
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news and notes

O c e a n current t r a c k i n g system

tested

T h e Environmental Science Services Administration and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in July
completed the successful testing of a new ocean current
tracking system which makes use of a satellite and a freedrifting buoy. T h e system can also provide satellite transmittal of oceanographic and atmospheric data collected by
the buoy.
Conducted in the Gulf Stream, this test represents the first
successful attempt at tracking a free-drifting buoy in the
deep ocean with satellite telemetry. M. E. Ringenbach, acting director of the ESSA Engineering Development Laboratory, Rockville, Md., emphasized the importance of the
successful experiment, "Not only can ocean currents be
traced accurately in this manner, but sensors on the drifting buoy can acquire oceanographic and atmospheric data,
which can be transmitted with the navigational information.

Through this technique, oceanographic and atmospheric
data can be acquired from remote regions of the world."
A buoy equipped with Omega Position Location Equipment (OPLE) was released about 15 mi (24 km) off Miami,
permitted to drift 24 hr in the Gulf Stream, and recovered
about 18 mi (29 km) off West Palm Beach after it had traveled some 66 n mi (122 km) along the east coast of Florida.
An Applications Technology Satellite (ATS-3) interrogated
the buoy upon command and relayed the data to the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md., for processing. A
drogue chute attached to the buoy at a depth of 90 ft
(27 m) assured that its movement was affected primarily by
the ocean current and not by the wind and waves. T h e buoy
was tracked by an oceanographic vessel operated by Nova
University, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., and by an ESSA Coast and
Geodetic Survey launch.
(More n e w s and notes on page 755)
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Instant weather.
Fairchild Miller's AN/TPS-41 (XE-2) weather
radar is the newest and most reliable way to
detect and accurately track severe storms.
The weather radar system was developed
for the U.S. Army. Designed to meet current
and future joint service and civilian needs,
this highly mobile air transportable set works
equally well at fixed site installations.
It features ISO echo contouring, RHI/PPI and
A scope displays, and a lightweight pedestal
antenna that can operate in 60 mph
winds without a radome.
0 j

An X-band system that can be easily modified
to C or S band, the AN/TPS-41 has a 400 KW
peak power transmitter and employs solid state
electronics throughout. The design has passed
the most rigid environmental tests, and has a
system reliability greater than 1000 hours MTBF. It
is one of many dependable radars, meteorological
and sounding systems designed and built by
Fairchild Hiller.
For information, contact Director of Marketing,
Space and Electronics Systems Division, Germantown, Maryland 20767. Phone 301/948-9600.
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